JOIN US TODAY

Chefs Naked for Autism

Twelve chefs; each, naked in a kitchen;
promoting autism acceptance to end
bullying, improve employment, and the
stigma associated with the condition,
bare it all for a great cause.
As a social media marketing campaign
this series of photos will spread quickly
around the world, bringing with it
plenty of press coverage and creating
a new message of autism acceptance
in the general community.
Bare it all for autism acceptance!

Help Millions
Your participation brings our
acceptance message to the
entire world. Social media
spreads the word.

Change the World
Reduce violence, bullying
and crimes against the
autistic and other mentally
disabled citizens.

Autism Citizen

P u t Yo u r T u s h
on The Line for
Autism

Chefs Naked for Autism

Autism Citizen

Build Your Brand
Charity and philanthropy
always help build a
brand. By baring all,
you add to your success
and gain exposure in
more ways than one.

Autism Citizen, Inc.
1838 State Route 35
Suite F85
Wall, NJ 07719
Phone: 732-539-7484
Website: www.autismcitizen.org
E-mail: reception@autismcitizen.org

Cr eati ng Accept ance
Of Auti sm
One Naked Chef at a time.

A dve r ti si ng

Pa ys

In the past decade, autism awareness has reached
a staggering 99% of Americans. But only 32.7%
accept the condition, and have taken the time to
understand it and those who live with it every
day. Statistically, that’s the same percentage as
those affected directly or indirectly by it.
The worst part is that bullying and crimes
against the autistic haven’t diminished, and
employment opportunities haven’t increased
significantly, leaving an 85% unemployment
rate for those who want to work.
Acceptance is only gained through education
and sometimes to launch a campaign, one has
to make a dramatic entrance, which we think
“Chefs Naked for Autism” will become.
It will bring our message to the media and to
social media, and convey an important set
of facts to the world, primarily that every
person with autism is a citizen. Oh, and we
hope it creates jobs in kitchens for people
on the spectrum who want to work.
If you opt to be one of the first dozen,
joining the list below, you can expect
great fame for your efforts, as well.

C h ef s B ar e Al l f or a Ca u se
Autism Citizen works to create a very happy world for
those with autism by educating
others about the condition and
teaching professionals, government employees and manages as
well as business leaders and
workers about the condition.
We also have dedicated ourSalad with a Hunk of Beef
(cake)
selves to building a huge network of those we’ve trained so
that future employers can verify an applicant’s knowledge of the condition and
people needing professionals and services can find
an autism-friendly resource.

We’re asking you to join us in this amazing social media project, backed by Epicurus.com.
Oh, do you remember “Alex from Target”?
Well that image spread to more than 550
million people around the world in seven days.
If the photo of a teenage cashier can do it, so
too will your photo in support of a great
cause.
JOIN US TODAY and BARE ALL FOR AUTISM!

Creating Solutions
Many nonprofit organizations dedicated to autism
are researching cures, treatments and prevention
which we applaud, but there’s far more to do and
solutions are needed for those who cope with the
condition every day.
Autism is a spectrum disorder and so no two
people with the condition are ever exactly the
same. By looking at the commonalities across the
spectrum, we’ve been able to come up with a
few innovative projects, and solutions to issues
like communicating with medical doctors and
hospital stay special needs care.
Chefs Naked for Autism isn’t a fundraising
campaign, though it may have that affect. The
goal isn’t money, but acceptance.

Each month, a new naked chef delivers the goods
for autism by baring all for the cause.

What’s normally private will remain private. The
images create the illusion, not display the detail.

Each chef will be photographed in a studio
kitchen, and nothing improper will be shown.
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C o n t a c t R o b e rt A ng e l o n e:
7 3 2 - 5 3 9- 7 4 8 4

